is, to an excellent degree, described as a frequency independent constant which is computed from the waveguide geometry and the nonlinear coefficient of silicon following Refs [54, 55] . Thus, Kerr nonlinearities are non-dispersive, while Brillouin and the free carrier induced nonlinear couplings have frequency dependent responses in our frequency sweeping range. To remain consistent with our experimental arrangement, we note that the FWM and free-carrier effect occur through the waveguide entire waveguide length (4.9 mm), while the Brillouin-active interaction length is shorter than the total waveguide length (2.6 mm). In this case, the optical power of the Stokes field obtained by solving equation (S1a) is given by, Note that we have neglect propagation losses in (S1a) and (S1b), as losses do not alter the final functional form of the derived line-shape in the small signal limit.
The magnitude of ( ) produced by the silicon waveguide was computed using the accepted Kerr coefficient of in silicon 63 . Employing the full-vectorial method for computing ( ) 
Supplementary Note 3
Analysis of the power-dependent Brillouin gain.
For simplicity, we begin by developing an analytical description of the Brillouin gain spectrum obtained through experiments in the absence of free-carrier and four-wave mixing induced nonlinearities. In this case, the coupled wave equations for Stokes and anti-Stokes wave growth in the gain spectrum method can be expressed as in Ref.
[56], 
is the effective propagation length of the waveguide.
Experimentally, we measure the transmitted Stokes and anti-Stokes waves for different pump powers ( ), and normalize the signal with one for the lowest pump power ( ).
Therefore the fitting functions for Stokes and anti-Stokes gain are given by,
The estimated effective SBS propagation length of the waveguide under test is about 2.1 mm. As shown in Fig. 7c , a 10% differential-gain is produced at the Stokes wavelength for a change of pump power from with at resonant frequency ( ). Hence, evaluation of the Brillouin gain using these numbers and Eq. (S12a), gives gain a value of approximately . Free carrier effects can be included in this analysis in a straightforward manner to develop the analogous expressions for line-shape and Brillouin gain. However, one can show that the inclusion of free carrier effects yields a small correction to the estimated Brillouin gain. 
